
KMS Grade 7 Suggested Summer Reading 
The following list offers suggestions, not requirements, for incoming seventh graders looking for great 
books to read during the summer months. All students are encouraged to read at least two books over the 
vacation. 
 
All Summer Long by Hope Larson - graphic novel, realistic 
Thirteen-year-old Bina has a long summer ahead of her. She and her best friend, Austin, usually do 
everything together, but he's off to soccer camp for a month, and he's been acting kind of weird lately 
anyway. So it's up to Bina to see how much fun she can have on her own. At first it's a lot of guitar 
playing, boredom, and bad TV, but things look up when she finds an unlikely companion in Austin's older 
sister, who enjoys music just as much as Bina. But then Austin comes home from camp, and he's acting 
even weirder than when he left. How Bina and Austin rise above their growing pains and reestablish their 
friendship and respect for their differences makes for a touching and funny coming-of-age story. 
 
Harbor Me by Jacqueline Woodson - realistic fiction 
It all starts when six kids have to meet for a weekly chat--by themselves, with no adults to listen in. There, 
in the room they soon dub the ARTT Room (short for "A Room to Talk"), they discover it's safe to talk 
about what's bothering them--everything from Esteban's father's deportation and Haley's father's 
incarceration to Amari's fears of racial profiling and Ashton's adjustment to his changing family fortunes. 
When the six are together, they can express the feelings and fears they have to hide from the rest of the 
world. And together, they can grow braver and more ready for the rest of their lives. 
 
Restart by Gordan Korman - realistic fiction, humorous fiction- Isinglass Award 2019 winner 
Chase's memory just went out the window.Chase doesn't remember falling off the roof. He doesn't 
remember hitting his head. He doesn't, in fact, remember anything. He wakes up in a hospital room and 
suddenly has to learn his whole life all over again . . . starting with his own name. He knows he's Chase. 
But who is Chase? When he gets back to school, he sees that different kids have very different reactions 
to his return.Some kids treat him like a hero. Some kids are clearly afraid of him. One girl in particular is 
so angry with him that she pours her frozen yogurt on his head the first chance she gets.Pretty soon, it's 
not only a question of who Chase is--it's a question of who he was . . . and who he's going to be. 
 
Stars Beneath Our Feet by David Barclay Moore - realistic fiction 
It's Christmas Eve in Harlem, but twelve-year-old Lolly Rachpaul and his mom aren't celebrating. They're 
still reeling from his older brother's death in a gang-related shooting just a few months earlier. Then Lolly's 
mother's girlfriend brings him a gift that will change everything- two enormous bags filled with Legos. 
Lolly's always loved Legos, and he prides himself on following the kit instructions exactly. Now, faced with 
a pile of building blocks and no instructions, Lolly must find his own way forward. His path isn't clear-and 
the pressure to join a "crew," as his brother did, is always there. When Lolly and his friend are beaten up 
and robbed, joining a crew almost seems like the safe choice. But building a fantastical Lego city at the 
community center provides Lolly with an escape-and an unexpected bridge back to the world. David 
Barclay Moore paints a powerful portrait of a boy teetering on the edge-of adolescence, of grief, of 
violence-and shows how Lolly's inventive spirit helps him build a life with firm foundations and open 
doors. 
 

Prisoner B-3087 by Alan Gratz - historical fiction, survival 
10 concentration camps. 10 different places where you are starved, tortured, and worked mercilessly. 
It's something no one could imagine surviving. But it is what Yanek Gruener has to face. As a Jewish boy 



in 1930s Poland, Yanek is at the mercy of the Nazis who have taken over. Everything he has, and 
everyone he loves, have been snatched brutally from him. And then Yanek himself is taken prisoner -- his 
arm tattooed with the words PRISONER B-3087.He is forced from one nightmarish concentration camp to 
another, as World War II rages all around him. He encounters evil he could have never imagined, but also 
sees surprising glimpses of hope amid the horror. He just barely escapes death, only to confront it again 
seconds later.Can Yanek make it through the terror without losing his hope, his will -- and, most of all, his 
sense of who he really is inside? 
Based on an astonishing true story. 

 
Last Day on Mars by Kevin Emerson - science fiction, adventure - 2019 Isinglass Award Nominee 
It is Earth year 2213--but, of course, there is no Earth anymore. Not since it was burned to a cinder by the 
sun, which has mysteriously begun the process of going supernova. The human race has fled to Mars, 
but this was only a temporary solution while we have prepared for a second trip: a one-hundred-fifty-year 
journey to a distant star, our best guess at where we might find a new home. Liam Saunders-Chang is 
one of the last humans left on Mars. The son of two scientists who have been racing against time to 
create technology vital to humanity's survival, Liam, along with his friend Phoebe, will be on the last 
starliner to depart before Mars, like Earth before it, is destroyed. Or so he thinks. Because before this day 
is over, Liam and Phoebe will make a series of profound discoveries about the nature of time and space 
and find out that the human race is just one of many in our universe locked in a dangerous struggle for 
survival. 
 
The Playbook : 52 Rules to Aim, Shoot, and Score in This Game Called Life by Kwame Alexander - 
non-fiction 
You gotta know the rules to play the game.Ball is life. Take it to the hoop. Soar. What can we imagine for 
our lives? What if we were the star players, moving and grooving through the game of life? What if we 
had our own rules of the game to help us get what we want, what we aspire to, what will enrich our lives? 
Illustrated with photographs by Thai Neave,The Playbook is intended to provide inspiration on the court of 
life. Each rule contains wisdom from inspiring athletes and role models such as Nelson Mandela, Serena 
Williams, LeBron James, Carli Lloyd, Steph Curry and Michelle Obama. Kwame Alexander also provides 
his own poetic and uplifting words, as he shares stories of overcoming obstacles and winning games in 
this motivational and inspirational book just right for graduates of any age and anyone needing a little 
encouragement. 

 
Love & Gelato by Jenna Evans Welch - romance, realistic fiction - 2019 Isinglass Award Nominee 
A summer in Italy turns into a road trip across Tuscany in this sweeping debut novel filled with romance, 
mystery, and adventure. Lina is spending the summer in Tuscany, but she isn’t in the mood for Italy’s 
famous sunshine and fairy-tale landscape. She’s only there because it was her mother’s dying wish that 
she get to know her father. But what kind of father isn’t around for sixteen years? All Lina wants to do is 
get back home.But then Lina is given a journal that her mom had kept when she lived in Italy. Suddenly 
Lina’s uncovering a magical world of secret romances, art, and hidden bakeries. A world that inspires 
Lina, along with the ever-so-charming Ren, to follow in her mother’s footsteps and unearth a secret that 
has been kept from Lina for far too long. It’s a secret that will change everything she knew about her 



mother, her father—and even herself. People come to Italy for love and gelato, someone tells her, but 
sometimes they discover much more. 


